The LaFe 13-x Si x (1.0 ≤ x ≤ 5.0) series is studied experimentally and theoretically to gain possible understanding for the relationships among geometrical structure, chemical composition, magnetic behavior, and physical properties as related to the magnetocaloric effect in these compounds. As the Si concentration increases, LaFe 13-x Si x exhibits a structural transformation from the cubic NaZn 13 structure type to a tetragonal derivative due primarily to preferential ordering of Fe and Si atoms. At room temperature, LaFe 13-x Si x crystallize in the cubic structure for the range 1 ≤ x ≤ 2.6 and in the tetragonal for 3.2 ≤ x ≤ 5. In the range 2.6 ≤ x ≤ 3.2, it shows a two-phase mixture. Temperature-dependent single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments near the corresponding Curie temperatures were performed on the room-temperature cubic phases to examine the origin of the large isothermal magnetic entropy changes. A thorough statistical and structural analysis of the data indicates that the noncentrosymmetric F43c space group provides a more adequate atomic arrangement than the centrosymmetric Fm3c space group. This change in space group leads to divergence for specific sets of Fe−Fe distances below the Curie temperature that arises from tilting of Fecentered Si x ] icosahedra. The noncentrosymmetric space group also agrees with the predominance of icosahedral clusters lacking local inversion symmetry. From extended Hückel and tight-binding linear muffintin orbital (TB-LMTO) electronic structure calculations on various model structures, the F43c model is more energetically favorable than the Fm3c model. Extended Hückel calculations on various icosahedral Si n ] (n = 1−5) clusters and TB-LMTO calculations on "LaFe 13 ," LaFe 11 Si 2 , and LaFe 9 Si 4 have also been carried out to study the effects of a main group element (Si) on stabilizing the cubic NaZn 13 -type structure, influencing the transformation between cubic and tetragonal symmetries, and to study relationships among their chemical bonding and magnetic properties. The LaFe 13-x Si x (1.0 e x e 5.0) series is studied experimentally and theoretically to gain possible understanding for the relationships among geometrical structure, chemical composition, magnetic behavior, and physical properties as related to the magnetocaloric effect in these compounds. As the Si concentration increases, LaFe 13-x Si x exhibits a structural transformation from the cubic NaZn 13 structure type to a tetragonal derivative due primarily to preferential ordering of Fe and Si atoms. At room temperature, LaFe 13-x Si x crystallize in the cubic structure for the range 1 e x e 2.6 and in the tetragonal for 3.2 e x e 5. In the range 2.6 e x e 3.2, it shows a two-phase mixture. Temperature-dependent single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments near the corresponding Curie temperatures were performed on the room-temperature cubic phases to examine the origin of the large isothermal magnetic entropy changes. A thorough statistical and structural analysis of the data indicates that the noncentrosymmetric F4 h3c space group provides a more adequate atomic arrangement than the centrosymmetric Fm3 hc space group. This change in space group leads to divergence for specific sets of Fe−Fe distances below the Curie temperature that arises from tilting of Fe-centered Si x ] icosahedra. The noncentrosymmetric space group also agrees with the predominance of icosahedral clusters lacking local inversion symmetry. From extended Hückel and tightbinding linear muffin-tin orbital (TB-LMTO) electronic structure calculations on various model structures, the F4 h3c model is more energetically favorable than the Fm3 hc model. Extended Hückel calculations on various icosahedral [Fe 12-n Si n ] (n ) 1−5) clusters and TB-LMTO calculations on "LaFe 13 ," LaFe 11 Si 2 , and LaFe 9 Si 4 have also been carried out to study the effects of a main group element (Si) on stabilizing the cubic NaZn 13 -type structure, influencing the transformation between cubic and tetragonal symmetries, and to study relationships among their chemical bonding and magnetic properties.
Introduction
Environmentally friendly, alternative refrigeration technology near ambient conditions is a subject of current interest as a means to replace conventional, ozone-depleting refrigeration materials. One possibility, magnetic refrigeration, offers an energy efficient and ecologically clean cooling method over a wide temperature range 1-4 and has been a research focus over the past decade since the discovery of a giant magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in Gd 5 Si 2 Ge 2 at 276 K. 5 In this and related RE 5 (Si x Ge 1-x ) 4 examples, a giant MCE occurred when the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition accompanied a change in crystal structure.
3,5,6 Subsequently, many other materials have been studied with respect to their magnetocaloric properties and possible applications. 3 Systems containing 3d metals like Mn, Fe, or Co may also show magnetic transitions near ambient temperatures with large changes in magnetization, like, for example, the series LaFe 13-x Si x . 7 As the Si composition in LaFe 13-x Si x increases from x ) 1.5 to 2.5, the Curie temperature (T C ) also increases * To whom corespondence should be addressed. E-mail: gmiller@ iastate.edu.
(1) Brown, G. V. 13 ) just above its T C that was assigned to an itinerant electron metamagnetic (IEM) transition, 9,10 which is defined as a field-induced magnetic transition from the paramagnetic state to the ferromagnetic state above the corresponding Curie temperature. 11 On the basis of these results, a giant MCE was discovered for LaFe 11.4 Si 1.6 near its magnetic ordering temperature of 208 K (∆S M ) -11.5 J/mol‚K for ∆H ) 2 T). 12 However, as Si further replaces Fe in LaFe 13-x Si x , the MCE drops significantly, e.g., in LaFe 10.6 Si 2.4 , T C ) 242 K and ∆S M ) -2.5 J/mol‚K for ∆H ) 2 T. 13 Since these discoveries, the MCE and magnetic transitions in LaFe 13-x Si x and related phases have been intensively studied, 14-17 but a deeper fundamental understanding of their phase behavior, especially near T C , is needed.
LaFe 13-x Si x belong to the family of compounds adopting the NaZn 13 -type structure, RT 13-x M x (R ) rare-earth element, typically La or Ce; T ) Fe, Co, Ni; M ) Al, Ga or Si). 18 Both electronic and size factors influence their formation: the coordination environment of the R atom is a 24-vertex snub cube that often requires the larger rare-earth elements, and the [T 13-x M x ] network adjusts its composition to optimize chemical bonding. 19 Furthermore, the NaZn 13 -type structure offers numerous possibilities for the distribution of Fe and Si atoms within the network, which is an example of the "coloring problem". 20 The complex interplay among chemical composition, crystal structure, and possible atomic site distributions with electronic and magnetic properties stated above for LaFe 13-x Si x imply a strong influence of orbital interactions on their behavior.
To the best of our knowledge, all of the experimental studies to date on LaFe 13-x Si x are based on polycrystalline samples, and many have contained various impurities, e.g., R-Fe or -FeSi 2 .
13,21-23 Furthermore, the literature is scattered with individual reports on specific characteristics for distinct compounds. Therefore, to better understand the relationships among compositions, phase widths, atomic distributions, and electronic structures of these compounds, we have carried out comprehensive structural and theoretical investigations based on single crystalline specimens, with the specific goals of (1) elucidating the effects of a third element on stabilizing the structure and controlling the transformation of cubic NaZn 13 -type structures to the tetragonal derivative and (2) analyzing the electronic structure of LaFe 13-x Si x systems to probe structure-property-bonding relationships.
Experimental Section
Synthesis. LaFe 13-x Si x (1 e x e 9) samples, each with a total mass of ca. 0.5 g, were prepared by arc-melting the stoichiometric quantities of the elements on a water-cooled copper hearth using a tungsten electrode under a high-purity argon atmosphere. The starting materials (La rod, Ames Lab Rare-Earth Metals Preparation Center, 99.0%; Fe chips (Aldrich, 99.98%); Si pieces, Aldrich, 99.5%) were pre-arc-melted to remove impurities such as oxygen on the surface of the elements. During the arc-melting procedure, a titanium or zirconium pellet was heated prior to melting the reactant mixture to further purify the argon atmosphere. The samples were remelted after turning several times to promote sample homogeneity, and weight losses during the arc-melting process were found to be less than 1-2 wt %. The samples obtained were then wrapped in Ta foil (0.025 mm, Aesar, 99.8%), sealed in evacuated fused silica capsules, and annealed at 1273 K for 30 days and subsequently slowly cooled (about 80 K/h) to room temperature. All samples show small amounts of decomposition products after extended exposure to air.
Chemical Analysis. Chemical compositions of LaFe 13-x Si x (1 e x e 9) samples were analyzed by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) quantitative analysis using a JEOL 8400A scanning electron microscope, equipped with an IXRF Systems iridium X-ray analyzer; the resulting compositions complemented the results from single-crystal X-ray analysis. To acquire flat, microscopically smooth surfaces, each sample was polished by sandpaper and fine leather and subsequently inspected by back-scattering and topological modes to determine the sites for elemental analysis. Typical data collections utilized a 20 kV accelerating voltage and a 30 nA beam current. To carry out both quantitative and qualitative analyses, stoichiometric LaNi 5 and the pure Fe and Si elements were used as standards.
X-ray Diffraction Studies. Phase analysis was performed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) at room temperature and the crystal structures were confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Temperature-dependent single-crystal X-ray diffraction was employed to obtain accurate atomic positions, interatomic distances, and elemental distributions across magnetic transitions in selected samples.
Powder X-ray Diffraction Studies. XRD patterns of the samples were obtained with a Huber image plate camera and monochromatic Cu KR 1 radiation (λ ) 1.540598 Å) at ambient temperature (ca. 295 ( 2 K). Powdered samples were homogeneously dispersed on a Mylar film with the aid of a little petroleum jelly. The step size was set at 0.005°, and the exposure time was 1 h. Data acquisition was controlled via the in-situ program. Lattice parameters were obtained from least-squares refinement with the aid of a RietVeld refinement program. 24 Room-Temperature Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction Studies. Blocklike crystals (typical crystal dimensions: 0.1-0.2 × 0. 0.2 × 0.1-0.3 mm 3 ) suitable for structure determination were selected from the products and mounted on glass fibers. Data were collected using a Bruker APEX diffractometer at 295 ( 2 K with monochromated Mo KR 1 radiation (λ ) 0.71073 Å) and a detectorto-crystal distance of 5.990 cm. Diffraction data were collected in a hemisphere or full sphere of reciprocal space with 0.3°scans in ω for an exposure time of 10 s per frame up to 2θ ) 56.55°. Intensities were extracted and then corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects using the SAINT program. 25 The program SADABS was used for empirical absorption correction. 26 Structure refinements (full-matrix least-squares on F 2 ) were performed by using the SHELXTL-PLUS programs. 27 Low-Temperature Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction Studies. Data below ambient temperatures were obtained using a Bruker SMART 1000 diffractometer with Mo KR radiation (λ ) 0.71073 Å). During the low-temperature experiments the temperature was stable within (1°C with respect to the value set for an experiment. Data collections and their refinements followed the same procedures as the room-temperature ones.
Electronic Structure Calculations. The theoretical electronic structures of model and actual LaFe 13-x Si x structures were calculated self-consistently by the tight-binding linear muffin-tin-orbital (TB-LMTO) method 28-31 within the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) using the LMTO Version 47 program. Exchange and correlation were treated in a local spin density approximation (LSDA). 32 All relativistic effects except spin-orbit coupling were taken into account using a scalar relativistic approximation. 33 Within the ASA, space is filled with overlapping Wigner-Seitz (WS) atomic spheres. The radii of the WS spheres were obtained by requiring the overlapping potential to be the best possible approximation to the full potential according to an automatic procedure. 34 The WS radii for the atomic sites determined by this procedure are in the ranges 2.35-2.39 Å for La, 1.32-1.44 Å for Fe, and 1.36 Å for Si. The basis set included 6s, 6p, 5d, and 4f orbitals for La; 3s and 3p orbitals for Si; and 4s, 4p and 3d orbitals for Fe. The reciprocal space integrations to determine the self-consistent charge densities, densities of states (DOS), and crystal orbital Hamilton populations (COHP) 35 were performed by the tetrahedron method 36 using 216 k points in the irreducible wedges of the corresponding Brillouin zones for the models.
To study the site preference of Si atoms in LaFe 13-x Si x structures, semiempirical, Extended Hückel 37-40 (EHT) calculations were performed on molecular [Fe 13-n Si n ] 3-(n ) 1-5) clusters extracted from these structures. These clusters contained various numbers and arrangements of Si atoms; La atoms were treated as donating three valence electrons to each cluster. In EHT, the atomic orbitals are expressed as Slater-type orbitals: single-functions for Si and double-functions for Fe. All atomic orbital overlaps are calculated within each cluster. Diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements are given by valence state orbital energies derived from atomic spectra; offdiagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements are approximated by the weighted Wolfsberg-Helmholz approximation. 40 
Results and Discussion
Phase Behavior of LaFe 13-x Si x . Several different samples with loaded compositions LaFe 13-x Si x (1 e x e 9) were studied by EDS and XRD. According to our synthetic procedures, cubic or tetragonally distorted NaZn 13 -type phases were observed for samples loaded in the range 1 e x < 6. The Si-rich mixtures (x g 6) gave LaFe 2 Si 2 41 as the major product with additional amounts of FeSi 42 and trace amounts of a tetragonally distorted NaZn 13 -type phase. In the Fe-rich mixtures (1 e x < 6), small amounts of R-Fe, FeSi, or LaFe 2 Si 2 as impurity phases could occasionally be observed in both EDS and X-ray powder diffraction patterns.
For the x ) 6 sample, EDS analysis suggested and the refined lattice parameters confirmed a phase closer to "LaFe 8 Si 5 " than "LaFe 7 Si 6 ". The results of phase analysis are summarized in Supporting Information, Table S1 . Figure 1a illustrates the powder XRD patterns at ca. 298 K for LaFe 13-x Si x for the loaded range 1 e x e 5. In the range 1 e x e 2.8, LaFe 13-x Si x show single-phase, cubic NaZn 13 -type structures, space group Fm3 hc. Neither EDS nor single-crystal X-ray diffraction refinements confirmed the existence of "LaFe 12 Si"; the lowest concentration of Si we could ascertain was ca. x ) 1.3, which agrees with earlier assessments.
14,15 For the x ) 3 and 3.2 samples, XRD showed that the cubic NaZn 13 phase coexists with a tetragonally distorted phase. For the range 3.2 < x e 5, the XRD patterns could be successfully indexed with a body-centered tetragonal cell, which is based on a distortion of the cubic NaZn 13 -type unit cell, i.e., the Ce 2 Ni 17 Si 9 structure type, space group I4/mcm. 43 An example of how the diffraction patterns in the 2θ range 24-33°for the two unit cells compare is shown in Figure 1b . Thus, we conclude that the range of composition for the existence of NaZn 13 -related phases in LaFe 13-x Si x is 1.3(1) e x e 5.0(1) and that there is a coexistence range of 2.7(1) e x e 3.3(1) between a cubic structure at lower Si concentrations and a tetragonal structure at higher Si concentrations. Figure 2 illustrates the concentration dependence of the lattice parameters on the Si content in LaFe 13-x Si x compounds. The results of both single-crystal and powder X-ray diffraction are shown. Since the relationship between the tetragonal unit cell and the cubic unit cell is approximately a tet = a cub / 2 and c tet = c cub , we plot 2a tet to show an 
An Application of the "Coloring Problem"
immediate comparison between the two phases. The lattice parameters, as well as volumes per formula unit, of LaFe 13-x Si x (1.3(1) e x e 5.0(1)) decrease with Si concentration, which is consistent with the covalent radii of Fe (1.25 Å) and Si (1.18 Å). 44 Furthermore, the Si-rich, tetragonal phases show elongation along the c axis with respect to the a and b axes. In general, we observe excellent agreement between values obtained by powder and single-crystal X-ray diffraction.
Room-Temperature Crystal Structures of LaFe 13-x Si x . The crystallographic data, atomic positions and site occupancies, and significant interatomic distances for LaFe 13-x Si x (1 < x < 6) determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction at 298 K are summarized in the Supporting Information, Tables S2-S4. The cubic and tetragonal structures of these phases, shown as (001) slices in . Furthermore, in the cubic structures (space group Fm3 hc), Si and Fe are randomly distributed among the icosahedral Fe(II)/Si (96i) sites, whereas Si preferentially occupies one set of 16l sites in the tetragonal structures (space group I4/mcm). The Fe-centered icosahedra contradict conclusions, based on neutron powder diffraction of the cubic phases, which reported that Si atoms randomly substituted for Fe atoms on the two different sites, 37 but agrees with a recent Mössbauer spectroscopic evaluation of La(Fe 0.81 -Si 0.19 ) 13 . 45 Although the nuclear elastic scattering factors for Fe and Si are distinctly different (9.54 and 4.15 fm, respectively), various factors affecting the intensities of powder diffraction patterns could influence the refinement of these occupancies.
Figure 3 also illustrates the three polyhedra making up these structures: (1) the "snub cube" arrangement of 24 Fe-(II)/Si atoms surrounding each La atom, (2) the Fe-centered icosahedron, and (3) the eight-vertex stella quadrangula bridging two adjacent icosahedra, which creates a central tetrahedron with each face capped by an additional atom to give four tetrahedra fused to the central one. Figure 2 , the lattice parameters and, therefore, volumes decrease as the Si content increases in La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )]. Thus, we expect the interatomic distances to show similar trends (see Supporting Information, Table S4 ). For the remaining distances, those between icosahedra are distinctly shorter than those within icosahedra. The Fe(II)/ Si-Fe(II)/Si contact (d) is the shortest distance (ca. 2.44 Å) and exhibits the most pronounced reduction (ca. 1.39%) with increasing Si content, whereas contact (c) remains nearly constant at ca. 2.50(1) Å. Among the two intra-icosahedral distances, the longer one (b) (ca. 2.69 Å) increases slightly, whereas, the shorter distance (a) (ca. 2.55 Å) decreases by 0.63%. As the Si content increases, contact (b) transforms from mostly Fe-Si to Si-Si interactions.
For the tetragonal structure, all bond lengths separate into three distinct sets with intra-icosahedral contacts (a) and (b) showing greater splitting than the inter-icosahedral contacts (c) and (d). Due to the segregation of Fe and Si atoms among the icosahedral sites, the Si-Si intra-icosahedral contact increases by over 0.1 Å. Furthermore, the shortest intericosahedral contact is a Fe-Fe pair with a distance close to 2.40 Å. In general, further increase in Si concentration would lead to shorter La-Fe contacts and an increased concentration of Si-Si contacts, both of which show repulsive character: (i) a repulsive La-Fe interatomic potential leads to the positive ∆H f 0 for "LaFe 13 " 23 and (ii) the Si-Si contacts show a distinct increase in distance. 3-within EHT. In this model, we assume that La donates its complement of valence electrons to the more electronegative elements.
As the number of Si atoms increases, the number of different stereoisomers increases rapidly. The enumeration of all possible stereoisomers for centered or noncentered icosahedra has been thoroughly discussed using Pólya's theorem. [47] [48] [49] [50] icosahedra. 51 We reproduce this graph in Figure 7 and add the corresponding results for the [Fe(Fe 8 Si 4 )] 3-clusterss again we see a linear relationship, but the slope of the line is higher in the Fe/Si case than for the Cu/Al case. According to these calculations, the most stable stereoisomers are those with the fewest number of homoatomic Si-Si contacts.
In general, the clusters with the lowest molecular orbital energies should be the most thermodynamically stable and accessible. According to Figure 6b , the energy differences between the lowest energy configurations and higher energy ones increases as the Si content increases. Therefore, under high-temperature synthetic conditions, the configurational entropy associated with random distributions of Si atoms will contribute to stabilizing the cubic structure for LaFe 11 Si 2 and LaFe 10 Si 3 , i.e., examples with low Si content, while enthalpic reasons favor an ordering of Si atoms at higher concentrations, as in LaFe 9 Si 4 . This argument accounts well for the previous results of cubic BaCu 5 Al 8 with a random distribution of Cu and Al atoms on the icosahedron due to the smaller energy differences between each stereoisomer 51 and of the (46) structural transformations in LaFe 7 Al 6 by annealing at low temperature for prolonged times. 52 We must point out, however, that the lowest energy [Fe(Fe 8 Si 4 )] 3-icosahedral cluster is not the one found in LaFe 9 Si 4 . Rather, it is the cluster ranked fifth in the energy sequence. However, our EHT calculations on the icosahedral clusters indicate that the Si atom distribution will be governed by minimizing the number of close Si-Si contacts throughout the entire three-dimensional structure. Therefore, we carried out calculations on full three-dimensional (3-D) structures of tetragonal LaFe 9 Si 4 using several different arrangements of atoms in these clusters. Examples of these models are shown in 
contacts (or, equivalently, maximizing the separation between Si atoms) in these La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] structures. The next preferred sites are 16l(1), and these should be occupied for Si content exceeding x ) 4. The 16k site is completely avoided.
Temperature-Dependent X-ray Diffraction. An important goal of this work is to use single-crystal X-ray diffraction around the Curie temperatures of the cubic phases to investigate structural details of the magnetic transition. Therefore, data were collected for LaFe 11.7(1) Si 1.3(1) (T C ) ca. 185 K 14,53 ) between 163(1) and 293(1) K, and for LaFe 11.1(1) -Si 1.9(1) (T C ) ca. 220 K), and LaFe 10.6(1) Si 2.4(1) (T C ) ca. 240 K 16 ) from 173(1) to 293(1) K. The temperature dependence of the lattice constants are shown in Figure 9 . All samples show an increase in volume on cooling across the corresponding Curie temperatures, which can be assigned to the magnetovolume effect. 54 In the paramagnetic state, there are randomly oriented magnetic moments, and with decreasing temperature, the compound displays a normal volume contraction. Below the Curie temperature, the magnetic moments in the structure align into the ferromagnetic state and create the volume expansion. Further cooling leads to volume contraction. However, near the corresponding T C values, there are anomalies, as has been observed for other rare-earth transition metal compounds. [55] [56] [57] For LaFe 11.7(1) Si 1.3(1) the change of unit cell volume occurs abruptly near the magnetic transition reported at ca. 185 K. 14,53 In fact, there is a slight increase in volume at ca. 215 K, an increase that continues gradually until ca. 175 K, at which temperature there is a 1.05% increase in volume on further cooling. This behavior was also observed in powder samples, which showed negative, nonlinear thermal expansion coefficients between 153 and 213 K. 58 Overall, LaFe 11.7(1) -Si 1.3(1) exhibits a volume increase on cooling from room temperature to just below T C by 1.51%, which implies a possible first-order transition between the low-temperature ferromagnetic phase and the high-temperature paramagnetic phase. These effects have been assigned to an itinerant electron metamagnetic (IEM) transition, 59-62 which can also contribute to giant MCE. 63 In contrast, LaFe 11.1(1) Si 1.9(1) and LaFe 10.6(1) Si 2.4(1) show smaller increases of lattice parameters on cooling across their T C values, resulting in volume expansions, respectively, of 0.83% and 0.66%. The decreasing volume changes across the Curie points with increasing Si content are consistent with the decreasing saturation magnetic moments and MCE in this series of compounds.
Possible Symmetry Reduction around T C ? Many materials showing a giant MCE exhibit a coupling between their magnetic transitions and some kind of structural transformation. 64 occurs in LaFe 11.7(1) Si 1.3(1) without a change in structure. To date, all reported structural information has been based on powder X-ray diffraction data, which show just shifts in diffraction maxima across the magnetic transitions. The cubic NaZn 13 -type structure adopts the centrosymmetric space group Fm3 hc, and this has been assigned for the cubic phases La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] (x e 2.4) for all temperatures. However, the possibility of the noncentrosymmetric space group, F4 h3c, may not be excluded because these two space groups have identical extinction relations. Therefore, we refined our results in both space groups and results specifically for LaFe 11.7(1) Si 1.3(1) and LaFe 10.6(1) Si 2.4(1) are summarized in Table  1 . According to the Hamilton significance test, 66 the noncentrosymmetric space group can always be accepted with higher than 99.5% probability below T C , while above T C the probability level drops to 50-97.5%, although the centrosymmetric solutions are quite acceptable. Since the literature points out that statistical distribution tests, if based only on the stronger intensities, may be strongly biased toward a noncentrosymmetric solution, 67 we must analyze the results carefully before accepting their validity.
The important geometrical effect of symmetry reduction from Fm3 hc f F4 h3c is to remove the {100} mirror planes that pass through the [Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] icosahedral clusters, which can be accomplished by an a u normal mode at each icosahedron. This mode, which corresponds to an a u normal mode of the icosahedron, removes the inversion center and does not break the equivalence of the Fe(II)/Si sites but disrupts some of the significant Fe(II)/Si-Fe(II)/Si interatomic contacts. One way to visualize this distortion is as rotation of four triangular faces of the [Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] icosahedron, faces which are normal to the {111} directions and arranged tetrahedrally around the center of the cluster. This rotation creates four smaller and four larger triangular faces normal to {111} and leaves eight isosceles triangles. Figure 10 illustrates the temperature dependences of the various interatomic distances as calculated from the two different solutions. Above T C , the majority of the distances matched each other within three standard deviations of each other despite the difference in the atomic coordinates. However, near the Curie points, there are significant divergences (exceeding three standard deviations) for some of the Fe(II)/Si-Fe(II)/Si contacts between the noncentrosymmetric and centrosymmetric solutions. Therefore, we propose that cubic La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] do show a slight An Application of the "Coloring Problem" structural distortion at the magnetic transition that cannot be accurately assessed by X-ray powder diffraction alone.
Is it reasonable to accept the noncentrosymmetric solution? One method of "analysis" is to evaluate the distribution of [Fe(Fe 12-n Si n )] polyhedra for a given La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )]. In both space groups, this distribution is identical. For random distributions of Fe and Si among the Fe(II)/Si sites, the concentrations of [Fe(Fe 12-n Si n )] polyhedra are given by the binomial distribution, (12/n)x n (1 -x) 12-n . In the cubic phases, 1.3(1) e x e 2.6(1), the clusters [Fe(Fe 12 )], [Fe(Fe 11 Si)], [Fe-(Fe 10 Si 2 )], and [Fe(Fe 9 Si 3 )] constitute more than 97% of all clusters in these structures. A glance at Figure 6 , which includes the point symmetries of each [Fe(Fe 12-n Si n )] configuration, reveals that most of these clusters lack an inVersion center. Thus, although the X-ray diffraction experiment provides a "coarse-grained" average over ca. 10 6 unit cells, a noncentrosymmetric space group is not an unreasonable outcome, especially at low temperatures where atomic vibrational amplitudes are lower than at high temperatures.
To further "analyze" this transition, the total energies of a hypothetical "LaFe 13 " using the refined structural parameters of LaFe 11.7(1) Si 1.3(1) in the space groups, Fm3 hc and F4 h3c, at 298 and 173 K were calculated by TB-LMTO-ASA electronic structure calculations within the LSDA. In both the cases, the noncentrosymmetric structure is energetically preferred, but the energy difference for the 298 K structures is less than 1 K/formula unit, whereas for the 173 K structure, this difference is ca. 170 K/formula unit. Therefore, the more pronounced structural distortion below the Curie point is reflected in a larger total energy difference.
In summary, refinement of the single-crystal data for the cubic NaZn 13 -type phases for all temperatures below and above their corresponding Curie temperatures cannot discount a noncentrosymmetric structure. The refined atomic coordinates show largest displacements from centrosymmetry near the Curie temperatures for products with lower Si contents, i.e., those phases exhibiting greatest MCE. Therefore, the simultaneous change in the volume and magnetic structure, as well as the possible activation of the a u normal mode around the Curie temperature through increased atomic oscillations, should all contribute to the giant MCE in the Fe-rich LaFe 13-x Si x system. The symmetry reduction that creates different sets of interatomic distances will contribute R(ln 2) to the magnetic entropy change as well as additional vibrational entropy from the shifting of the atoms. The decreasing MCE with increasing Si concentration might be due to the reductions in the volume change near T C , as well as the decreasing changes in magnetic moments.
Electronic Structure of LaFe 13-x Si x . To understand the influence of Si on the structural and magnetic properties of La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )], TB-LMTO-ASA calculations have been performed on model structures of these compounds, focusing on "LaFe 13 ", "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", and LaFe 9 Si 4 . Since "LaFe 13 " is a hypothetical compound, its lattice parameter is extrapolated from the trend in lattice parameter vs Si composition. For LaFe 11 Si 2 and LaFe 9 Si 4 , the experimentally determined lattice parameters and atomic coordinates are used. On the basis of the results from EHT calculations for the distribution of Si atoms in the [Fe(Fe 10 Si 2 )] icosahedron, a model for LaFe 11 Si 2 has been constructed with an orthorhombic unit cell, space group Cmca, using an ordered arrangement of Fe and Si atoms. We have already shown (see Figure 5 ) the influence of Si distributions on the tetragonal distortion of LaFe 9 Si 4 . LDA Calculations. Figure 11 illustrates the total DOS curves and different partial DOS curves within the LDA for "LaFe 13 ", "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", and LaFe 9 Si 4 . The overall shapes of these DOS curves are similar to one another, but there are also subtle differences. The most pronounced common features are two broad peaks near the Fermi level, which originate largely from the Fe 3d and Si 3p orbitals, as well as the position of the Fermi levels at ca. 1-1.5 eV above the minimum between these peaks (falling in the midst of the higher energy 3d-3p peak). The tails of the DOS curves below ca. -6.5 eV arises primarily from Fe 4s, 4p and Si 3s, 3p wavefunctions. Between ca. -6.5 and 0 eV (ca. 2 eV above E F ), the main contributions to the DOS are from Fe 3d orbitals. The features at ca. 2-3 eV correspond to La 4f and 5d orbitals.
The origin of the two broad peaks near the Fermi level can be explained from the orbitals associated with the transition metal icosahedra:
68,69 using a local coordinate system at each vertex, the Fe 3d orbitals separate into 12 radial z 2 orbitals and 48 tangential xz, yz, xy, and x 2 -y 2 orbitals. The tangential orbitals form 24 bonding and 24 antibonding orbitals, while the radial orbitals form four bonding, five nonbonding, and three antibonding orbitals. Through hybridization with the valence 4s and 4p, the overall pattern becomes complex, but the two peaks are dominated by the tangential orbitals of the icosahedra. As the Si concentration increases, peaks emerge at ca. -13 to -10 eV from the Si 3s wavefunctions. Between -9 and -7 eV, contributions from Si 3p increase with Si content; in the DOS curve for "LaFe 13 ", these levels are primarily Fe 4s, 4p. A further effect of the Si atoms is evident above the Fermi level: the La 4f and 5d orbitals (ca. 2-3 eV) show distinctive broadening, which can be attributed to greater La-Si orbital mixing than La-Fe mixing. Near the Fermi level, however, the bandwidths of the Fe 3d orbitals for "LaFe 13 ", "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", and LaFe 9 Si 4 remain relatively constant with Si content, while the DOS values decrease monotonically. The decreasing unit cell volumes and increasing Si content lead to this result: shorter Fe-Fe distances will tend to increase the 3d bandwidth, but fewer Fe atoms in the local coordination sphere of each Fe atom will decrease this bandwidth. Regardless of the model, however, the DOS values at the Fermi level always exceed 20 states/eV/formula unit (see Supporting Information, Table S5 for selected computational results). Consequently, according to the Stoner criteria, 70 these high DOS values at the Fermi level in the LDA picture indicate probable instability to ferromagnetic behavior.
LSDA Calculations. Many different initial magnetically ordered models were explored for "LaFe 13 ", "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", and LaFe 9 Si 4 with local moments restricted to La and Fe sites. Selected results for the converged, lowest energy magnetic structure are listed in Table 2 . In all cases, there was preference for a nonzero total magnetic moment; in agreement with experiment, the calculated magnetic moment per Fe atom decreases with increasing Si content. Furthermore, the converged local moments at La and Si sites are much smaller than those at the Fe sites, all of which decrease with increasing Si content, too. In all cases, the moment at the La sites opposes the moments at the Fe(II) sites; the Si moment also opposes the Fe(II) moments. An important distinction, however, exists. For "LaFe 13 " and "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", the Fe(I)-Fe(II) coupling is ferromagnetic (parallel), whereas it is antiferromagnetic (opposed) in LaFe 9 Si 4 . In fact, the local moment at the Fe(I) site in LaFe 9 Si 4 converges to a much smaller value (-0.278 µ B ) than the other Fe sites (+0.824 and +1.400 µ B ); the Fe(I) moments decrease most rapidly upon increasing Si concentration. These results arise from two effects related to the increasing Si content in La-[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )]: (i) the decreasing volume creates decreasing Fe(I)-Fe(II)/Si distances and (ii) increasing Si content creates more Si neighbors to all Fe atoms. The first feature tends to favor "nonmagnetic" (i.e., degenerate "spin-up" and "spin-down" bands) solutions for the electronic structure. The Figure 12 illustrates the majority ("spin-up") and minority ("spin-down") spin bands for "LaFe 13 ", "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", and LaFe 9 Si 4 . In "LaFe 13 " and "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", the DOS curves show an almost-filled majority-spin band and approximately halffilled minority-spin band. As the Si content increases, the energetic splitting between the majority and minority spin bands decreases and the low-energy tails of the Fe 3d-Si 3p bands extend to lower energies (below ca. -5 eV). Again, the increased orbital overlap in Fe-Si pairs over Fe-Fe pairs causes these effects in the DOS curves, as well as contributing to lower Fe atom exchange splittings and local magnetic moments. For LaFe 9 Si 4 , the distinction between majority and minority spin bands is lower than in "LaFe 13 " or "LaFe 11 -Si 2 " but remains noticeable and the majority spin Fe 3d band is incompletely filled.
Although more experimental and theoretical analysis is warranted to thoroughly understand the magnetic properties of La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )], these preliminary results indicate that the Fe-rich cases (x e 2.4) consist of "high-spin" [Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] icosahedra that are ferromagnetically coupled (the energy difference between ferromagnetically coupled and antiferromagnetically coupled clusters in "LaFe 13 " is ca. 0.42 eV/ formula unit). Furthermore, the Si atoms maximize their separations throughout the structure to minimize their mutual repulsive interactions. The low Si content keeps the cubic structure, and few Si neighbors surrounding each Fe atom (ca. 1-3 Si atoms at each Fe site). For the Si-rich cases, i.e., LaFe 9 Si 4 , the greater Si content and the distorted icosahedra create much lower local moments at the Fe(I) sites aligned antiferromagnetically to the Fe(II) moments. Nevertheless, these "intermediate-spin" clusters couple ferromagnetically. Further increasing the Si content will effectively quench the local magnetic moments at the Fe sites, as in, e.g., -FeSi 2 .
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Relationship between Si Concentration and Curie Temperature. The magnetic behavior of La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] is complex: while the unit cell volumes and saturation magnetizations decrease with increasing x, the corresponding Curie temperatures increase. 9,25 For itinerant magnets, the saturation magnetization is related to the difference in "spinup" and "spin-down" electrons, which can be calculated within the LSDA. Curie temperatures, on the other hand, provide a measure of the effective exchange interactions, which have been estimated via mean-field approaches. 71 In rare-earth-iron intermetallic compounds specifically, the Curie temperature is strongly affected by the strength of the Fe-Fe exchange coupling, which sensitively depends on the Fe-Fe interatomic distance. 72 According to Givord et al., the distance at which the Fe-Fe exchange interaction switches between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic is ca. 2.45 Å: antiferromagnetic for shorter distances and ferromagnetic for longer contacts. 57 Either an increase in Fe-Fe interatomic distances or a decrease in the fraction of short Fe-Fe bonds are expected to enhance the overall Fe-Fe exchange couplings and, consequently, the Curie temperature. Previous investigations have tried to explain the change in Curie temperature for NaZn 13 -type intermetallic compounds by analyzing the Fe-Fe interactions, which is sensitive to the Fe-Fe distance and the number of nearest neighbors, 10,11,13,14 but the underlying physical mechanism is not well understood to date.
On the basis of our own investigation of Fe-Fe bond distancesusingsingle-crystalrefinementsofseveralLa[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] compounds, there are two kinds of bond length variations:
(1) inter-icosahedral distances shorter than 2.45 Å decrease with Si content and (2) intra-and inter-icosahedral contacts exceeding 2.45 Å show little change with Si content (some even expand). Similar Fe-Fe bond distances also exist in several ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials, listed in Table 3 . Although the shortest Fe-Fe distances are similar among several different materials, we see a range of magnetic interactions. Therefore, relatively short Fe-Fe distances do not necessarily imply antiferromagnetic ordering between nearest Fe-Fe interactions. Extensive investigations of volume effects in several interstitial 73 and substitutional modifications 74 of R 2 Fe 17 and RFe 12-x M x compounds have also shown that antiferromagnetic interactions are not simply related to short interatomic Fe-Fe distances. However, analysis of interatomic distances shows that the fraction of contacts shorter than 2.45 Å decreases upon increasing Si content, which reduces the effect of antiferromagnetic FeFe exchange interactions and leads to an increase in the Curie temperature.
There are more appropriate theories, such as the spin fluctuation theory of Mohn and Wohlfarth, to describe the Curie temperature enhancement in terms of changes in the electronic structure. 75 Mohn and Wohlfarth explained the large increases of Curie temperature for substitutional modifications of Re 2 Fe 17 by a decrease in spin fluctuations, which is caused by lowering the DOS at the Fermi level upon substitution. To explain the increase of T C in LaFe 13-x Si x qualitatively, we can also use the following relation obtained for iron-rich alloys in the spin-fluctuation theory of Mohn and Wohlfarth, 76 where M 0 is the magnetic moment at 0 K and 0 is the exchange-enhanced susceptibility, given by 76 where N v (E F ) and N V (E F ), respectively, are the integrated majority-and minority-spin DOS values at the Fermi energy and I is a measure of the strength of the exchange interaction in the metal. For LaFe 13-x Si x , the values of M 0 drop with increasing x, so that 0 becomes the determining factor for the Curie temperature variation in this series. Since the parameter I remains rather constant regardless of the local environment of Fe in its alloys, 77 the quantitative behavior of 0 in eq 2 is determined mainly by the quantities N v (E F ) and N V (E F ). According to the results of our LSDA calculations for "LaFe 13 ", "LaFe 11 Si 2 ", and LaFe 9 Si 4 (see Table 2 ), the total DOS at the Fermi level decreases upon Si concentration. Therefore, this can lead to an increasing Curie temperature.
Summary
A thorough structural and preliminary theoretical investigation of La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] to study their structurebonding-property relationships is reported. The main results of this work include (1) La[Fe(Fe 12-x Si x )] crystallize in the cubic NaZn 13 -type structure for the range 1.3(1) e x e 2.6-(1), and the tetragonal Ce 2 Ni 17 Si 9 -type structure for 3.2(1) e x e 5.0(1). In the range 2.6 e x e 3.2, a two-phase mixture occurs. (2) Bond analyses at various temperatures indicate that the noncentrosymmetric space group F4 h3c provides a viable atomic arrangement over the centrosymmetric space group Fm3 hc, especially at temperatures near and below the corresponding Curie temperatures for the cubic phases. The relationship between these two space groups is an "a u " normal mode associated with the icosahedral clusters. Thus, the giant MCE observed for cubic LaFe 13-x Si x examples can result from coupling between magnetic ordering and a structural transformation beyond just the magnetovolume effect. (3) Si atoms maximize their mutual separations, which contributes to both enthalpic and entropic influences on the observed crystal symmetries and atomic distributions. 
An Application of the "Coloring Problem"
